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Dr. Roberto Perdisci’s research focuses on improving Internet security. His main 
accomplishments are in the area of web security, network security, IoT security, malware 

defense, and telephony security.  

Publications: 

Overall, Dr. Perdisci has published 58 articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals and 
academic conferences. Among these, 18 publications appeared in the top four most 

selective computer security conferences (IEEE S&P, Usenix Security, ACM CCS, and NDSS), 3 

appeared in top, highly selective networking and measurement conferences (ACM 

SIGCOMM, Usenix NSDI, and ACM IMC), and 4 appeared in top computer security journals 
(IEEE TIFS, IEEE TDSC, and ACM TOPS). An updated list of publications can be found at: 

https://sites.google.com/site/robertoperdisci/publications 

Several of Dr. Perdisci’s publications are highly cited. For example, according to Google 

Scholar (scholar.google.com), his most cited publication (BotMiner, USENIX Security 2008) 
has received over 1,200 citations, and his top 10 publications by citation have more than 

230 citations each. His overall h-index is 39, with more than 7,200 citations overall. 

Among other research topics, in the past few years Dr. Perdisci and his students have 
developed a new research theme focused on enabling the reconstruction and measurement 

of web-based attacks. The publications listed below follow this new theme: 

• Christopher Neasbitt, Roberto Perdisci, Kang Li, Terry Nelms. "ClickMiner: Towards Forensic 

Reconstruction of User-Browser Interactions from Network Traces." ACM Conference on Computer 
and Communications Security, ACM CCS 2014. 

• Christopher Neasbitt, Bo Li, Roberto Perdisci, Long Lu, Kapil Singh, Kang Li. "WebCapsule: Towards a 

Lightweight Forensic Engine for Web Browsers." ACM Conference on Computer and Communications 
Security, ACM CCS 2015.  

• Terry Nelms, Roberto Perdisci, Manos Antonakakis, Mustaque Ahamad. "WebWitness: Investigating, 

Categorizing, and Mitigating Malware Download Paths." USENIX Security Symposium, 2015. 

• Terry Nelms, Roberto Perdisci, Manos Antonakakis, Mustaque Ahamad. "Towards Measuring and 

Mitigating Social Engineering Software Download Attacks." USENIX Security Symposium, 2016.  

• Phani Vadrevu, Jienan Liu, Bo Li, Babak Rahbarinia, Kyu Hyung Lee, Roberto Perdisci. "Enabling 

Reconstruction of Attacks on Users via Efficient Browsing Snapshots". Network and Distributed 
System Security Symposium, NDSS 2017. 

• Bo Li, Phani Vadrevu, Kyu Hyung Lee, Roberto Perdisci. "JSgraph: Enabling Reconstruction of Web 

Attacks via Efficient Tracking of Live In-Browser JavaScript Executions". Network and Distributed 
System Security Symposium, NDSS 2018. 

• Phani Vadrevu, Roberto Perdisci. "What You See is NOT What You Get: Discovering and Tracking 

Social Engineering Attack Campaigns". ACM Internet Measurement Conference, IMC 2019. 
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Extramural Funding for Research: 

Dr. Perdisci is a recipient of a 2012 NSF CAREER Award under the Secure and Trustworthy 
Cyberspace program. In addition, Dr. Perdisci has obtained additional funding from the NSF 

Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace program, NSF Office of Advanced Cyber-

Infrastructure, the DHS Cyber-Security program, DARPA, and Intel Corporation. Overall, 
since joining UGA, Dr. Perdisci has secured around $2.8 million in extramural funding 

awarded to UGA.  

Research Awards: 
Dr. Perdisci is the recipient of an NSF CAREER Award, a UGA Research Foundation Fred C. 

Davison Early Career Scholar Award, an M. G. Michael Award for Excellence in Research 

from the UGA Franklin College, an Outstanding Faculty Research Award from the UGA 

Department of Computer Science, and a Best Paper Award from the Conference on 

Detection of Intrusions and Malware & Vulnerability Assessment (DIMVA). 

Technology Transfer: 
Dr. Perdisci was invited to participate in the DHS Cyber-Security Transition To Practice 

(TTP) program, whereby DHS provided funding ($300,000) to transition to market an 

open-source malware detection system called AMICO that Dr. Perdisci and his team have 
developed at UGA under an NSF-sponsored project. AMICO has been used in multiple 

campus and enterprise networks, including UGA, Georgia Tech, and University of Alabaman 

in Birmingham. AMICO is currently still in operation at UGA, where it is used to detect 

malicious software downloads, and to alert campus network users about malware-related 
security threats. 
 

 

Description of Main Research Areas: 
The following are the main research areas Dr. Perdisci has explored: 

Web Security 

While modern web browsers are essentially operating systems that can run many complex 

web applications, they lack an audit logging system that allows for reconstructing attacks 

that originate from the web. Dr. Perdisci and his students have started a new research 

direction and investigated several solutions to fill this important gap. Specifically, he has 
proposed different approaches to building in-browser forensic agents, which can efficiently 

record fine-grained web audit logs and enable web attack reconstruction. This line of work 

has so far produced four top security conference papers (two of them published at AMC 
CCS and two at NDSS), and one measurement paper (at ACM IMC 2019). Other works 

stemming from this line of research are currently under submission. 



IoT Security 

Recently, Dr. Perdisci has started a new line of research related to studying the security of 
IoT devices. In particular, he has worked on large scale DNS traffic analysis for measuring 

the global distribution of potentially vulnerable IoT devices, which resulted in a paper 

being recently accepted at the 2020 IEEE Euro S&P conference (to appear).  

Telephony Security 

Dr. Perdisci has also worked on defending users from unwanted phone calls (e.g., 

robocalls). For instance, he has worked on using telephony honeypot data and 

crowdsourced phone number reputation reports to dynamically learn more effective phone 

blacklists. Furthermore, he has worked on mining large datasets of call detail records 
collected by a leading telephone network provider to detect spam phone calls. This 

research has resulted in multiple publications, including a publication in a top-tier security 

conference (NDSS). 

AI Security 

Dr. Perdisci’s main research often involves the use of machine learning methods for solving 

challenging computer security problems. In addition, Dr. Perdisci has also explored attacks 

against learning systems. For instance, he worked on attacks against unsupervised learning 

system for malware detection. This work resulted in an ACM CCS 2017 paper. Before that, 

Dr. Perdisci had already worked on related AI Security topics regarding evading worm 

signature generation systems (in IEEE S&P 2006) and defending anomaly detectors against 

evasion attacks (IEEE ICDM 2006). 

Malware Classification 

Malicious software (or malware, for short) is at the origin of most modern successful cyber-

crime operations. It is therefore important to understand how different types of malware 
propagate through the Internet, and how they behave once machines are infected  

Dr. Perdisci has published several works in the area of modeling malware command-and-

control communications and detecting new infections based on the malware’s network 

behavior. One of his works in this area, which appeared in the USENIX Symposium on 
Networked Systems Design and Implementation in 2010, has been cited 400 times. 

Dr. Perdisci has received a 2012 NSF CAREER Award for his research in this area.  

DNS Security 

Modern malware are network applications, and, as many other network applications, they 
make heavy use of the Domain Name System (DNS) to map domain names into the IP 

addresses of the machines with which they communicate. For example, malware often 

locate the current IP address of their C&C server by querying a C&C domain. The main 

reason for this behavior is due to the fact that through DNS the C&C servers can be easily 

relocated, thus making takedown efforts by law enforcement and security operators much 



more difficult. Therefore, it is important to study patterns of malicious behavior in DNS 

traffic, with the goal of discovering and responding to malware-related DNS abuse. 

Dr. Perdisci has authored several publications in this area. In particular, three of these 

papers have appeared in three consecutive editions of the USENIX Security Symposium, 

one of the top venues for academic research in computer and network security. 

Intrusion Detection 

Dr. Perdisci has studied network traffic modeling techniques that can be used to detect 

remote exploits, and would be able to identify the propagation of computer worms. He 

looked at this research problems from two different points of view: the attacker’s 

perspective, and the defender’s perspective.   

Looking at the worm propagation problem from the attacker’s point of view, Dr. Perdisci 

demonstrated that a malware author could develop sophisticated computer worms that 

would be able to mislead previously proposed defense systems, thus effectively evading the 
possibility of detection of its propagation behavior. One of Dr. Perdisci’s works in this area 

was published in the IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, which is considered by 

many as the most prestigious computer security conference. His publication has received 

more than 220 citations. On the defense side, Dr. Perdisci has worked on hardening 
payload-based anomaly detection systems from attacks. One of his papers in this area was 

published at the IEEE Conference on Data Mining, and so far has received 240 citations. 

 

Research Advising: 
Dr. Perdisci is currently the major advisor of two UGA PhD students. So far, four PhD 

students have completed their dissertation under Dr. Perdisci’s guidance. Two of them 

obtained a tenure-track assistant professor position as first employment (one of them is 

currently at the University of New Orleans).  


